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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

FIllAL DESIGN AND IMPLE!1ENTATION OF SAFETY-GRADE AflTICIPATORY

REACTOR TRIP (ART's) ON TURBINE TRIP OR LOSS OF MAIN FEEDWATCR

ARKAtlSAS NUCLEAR ONE, UNIT NO. 1 *

DOCKET NO. '50-313

I. INTRODUCTION

The licensee, Arkansas Power and Light Company, in its submittal of August 8,

1980, forwarded the infomation necessar'y to com'plete our Safety Evaluation (SE)

of their final design and implementation of the safety-grade ART's on turbine

trippor loss of main feedwater. These ART's are intended to provide additional

protection and conservatism beyond that provided by the existing Reactor Protec-

tion Systen (RPS). We previously approved the licensee's preliminary design

for upgrading this system in our SE of December 20, 1979. We also requested

additional infomation on the final design.

II. EVALUATION'

In perfoming our evaluation, we reviewed the information in the recent licensee

submittal of August 8,1980 and their previous submittals of liay 21 and October 8,

_.
1979 relating to this system..

Our review of the preliminary design and the final design. drawings for installa-
'

tion of the safety-grade ART's on Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit No.1 (ANO-1) indi-
,

cates that the licensee has incorporated the previously approved logic design

concept into the ART's design for ANO-1. For the most probable causes of turbine

trip or loss of main feedwater, these anticipatory trips will operate in advance
,

of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) high pressure reactor trip to reduce the peak
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RCS pressure and thus reduce challenges to the Power Operated Relief Valve
,

(PORV). This will alleviate these concerns as reported in NUREG-0560. *
,

The licensee has proposed ART's which will actuate on turbine trip and/or

main feedwater pump trip. These anticipatory trips provide additional protec-
*

s

tion and conservatism beyond that provided by the existing RPS. No credit is
,

taken for these trips in the FSAR Chapter 15 analyses. . Previously existing

and diverse parameters will cause t. reactor trip should these proposed trips fail

to function.
..

The proposed trips are to be incorporated into the existing RPS. They each

contain four redundant and independent inputs to interface with the four

RPS channels. As such, the additional equipment will be designed in accordance

with the design bases of the RPS and will confom with the acceptance criteria

and design requirements of the RPS described in Section 7.1 of the FSAR.

Each channel of the RPS accepts three new pressure switch inputs. Two of

these pressure switches monitor trip oil pressure respectively for main

feedwater pump (MFWP) turbines K2A and K28. The remaining pressure switch

monitors trip oil pressure for the main turbine. Under MFWP or turbine trip-

conditions this oil pressure dumps, opening the pressure switch contacts.

These contacts feed contact buffers in the RPS. The contact buffers provide

input isolation for the RPS. For a typical RPS channel, these contact
.

buffers connect to the bistables and auxiliary relays. For reactor trip

when both MFWP's trip, the output contacts from the contact buffers are

wired in series with the similar combination of output contacts of the buffer

and bistable for reactor trip on turbine trip. For reactor trip on both
.
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MFKP's tripped, the output contacts from both associated contact buffers

must open and the bistable output contact must be open. The bistable

compares this signal with an internally generated setpoint signal. When

reactor power is above 20% FP the bistable output contact is open. Below
. ,

20% FP the contact is closed providing an &utomatic reactor trip bypass.

for normal plant startup and shutdown. The reactor trip on ' turbine trip

functions in a similar manner.

Other output contacts from the contact buffers and bistables are used to

actuate relays in the auxiliary relay modules for purposes of providing

electrically isolated contact outputs for control room annunciators and

the plant computer.

Four pressure switch sensors for each MFWP turbine are mounted in two double

compartment cabinets located adjacent to the main feedwater pumps. Two,

pressure switch sensors are mounted in each cabinet with a barrier installed

between adjacent pressure switch sensors to provide four channel isolation

Similarly, the four pressure switch sensors for the main turbine ART system

are mounted in two double compartment cabinets located adjacent to the main

turbine. The turbine (s) hydraulic control oil system (s) are' extended with

3/8 inch stainless steel tubing from the turbine (s) to the pressure sensor
.

- . switches in the cabinets. The only valves in these. extension (s) to the -

|
hydraulic oil system (s) are the indivi. dual isolation vzlves for each pressure

|
sensor. This allows for removal of the pressure sensor for calibration and

' "

maintenance.
.

The installation of the four sensors (one per RPS channel) satisfies the'

redundancy criteria for RPS sensors, as identified in the ANO-1 FSAR. We

find this acceptable.
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Physical separation between input cables of different channels is maintained
:

by routing cables of a typical channel in conduit separate from the conduits

of different channels. The separate conduits for different input channels

also reduce the risk of damage by fire to the cables of more than one channel.
!

.

| The new inputs to, and outputs from the RPS are electrically, isolated.
The

I

The contactRPS inputs are electrically isolated by the contact buffers.
Thus thebuffer uses a transformer to power the contact buffer relays.

,

! combination of the transformer and relays electrically isolate the pressure
.

switch contacts from the RPS vital cabinet AC power and the RPS trip string.
:

The isolation level is up to FN V.AC. Therefore, the effects of the credible

faults such as grounding, shorting, application of high voltage, and electro-

! magnetic interference will not be propogated back into the RP.S or degraJe the '

The effects of application of high voltage to input cablesRPS performance.

to the RPS is further minimized by the fact that the input cables are

routed no closer than 30' from cable trays and no closer than 20' from a

conduit carrying voltages greater than 480VAC.

The physical separation and electrical isolation criteria of redundant com-

ponents and systems for the ART systems satisfies the criteria as outlined

in the ANO-1 FSAR. We find this acceptable.

f The licensee has documented that the test procedures for the anticipatory
These testI

reactor trip system have been drafted and are being reviewed.i
'

procedures require a monthly functional test of the ART systems during normal
|

This is accomplished by isolating and depressurizing the pressureoperation.
In addi-

switches slowly and verifying proper response at the RPS channel.

|
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tion, bistable bypass setpoint and deadband as well as by pass operation

is verified during the monthly tests. Channel calibration is performed and

verified during refueling outages. We find this acceptable.
.

The licensee included in his submittal of August 8,1980, a detailed descrip-

tion of the functional checkout procedures for demonstrating the operability

of the new trip circuitry and the continued operability of* the existing RPS.

These checkout procedures have been reviewed and found to be acceptable.

.

III. CONCLUSION

Based on our review of the design of the ART's on ncin turbine trip or loss

of main feedwater, we conclude that the proposed design modifications satisfy

theRPS safety requirements and criteria for redundancy, independence, single

failures and testability. We also conclude that the upgraded RPS will pro-

vide a greater degree of protection and conservatism beyond that provided by

the existing RPS. .Therefore, we find that the design is acceptable.

Dated: December 16, 1980 .
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